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UlMr'i Note: The feUewlag article la the tint la a twopart aartn aa SMeat Body Orgaaixatlea iteerlag
committee projects. Part Twa will be prlated Tuesday.
By Rick Beaaaiaa
Staff Reporter

SBO members
work to add
more services

Service projects of the newly elected steering
committee members of the Student Body Organization
(SBO) range from helping to establish a rape crisis
center to setting up a centralized ride board in the
University Union.
Denlse Dartt, junior (AfcS), said she will work with
WOMEN, the campus women's organization, to establish
a rape crisis center.
"Right now. we're just waiting to see if we can get any
money from the general fee." Dartt said "But if funding
is a problem, I'd like to work with them to find an
alternate means of finance."
SHE ADDED that she also is interested in working
with Rick Morrow, sophomore (Ed.) and coordinator of
academic affairs, to establish student unions In every
department.
"Students have very little Input in most departments
right now." Dartt said. "Student unions provide an
opportunity for much more input, especially in areas
such as faculty and course selection and evaluation."
John Dorfmeyer. junior (B.A ). said he wants to
Investigate the cafeteria system. Dorfmeyer said he is
working with Bill Byrd. junior lAiSl and SBO vice
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president, and wants to talk to Mona Pugh. associate
director of food services, to get the budget of the
cafeteria system He said he wants to get an efficiency
expert at a reasonable price to act as a "trouble shooter"
to try to lower food costs.
"I'm not saying the administration is doing anything
wrong." Dorfmeyer said, but I am saying there are too
many complaints by students not to look Into the
matter "
DORFMEYER SAID University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr. wants an efficiency expert or a nutrients
expert with an unbiased view to indicate what areas in
the cafeteria system need improvement
"After I have completed this project. Bill Byrd and I
are going to look into the food coupon issue.'' Dorfmeyer
said
He said that by cooperating with student groups
already working on the issue, "we can better establish
what is needed and what should be done so we can
establish a different program than the present food
coupon system " He said Dr Moore also supports this
plan
"Throughout the campaign, students in resident halls
felt the cafeteria system was one of the bigger problems
they (ace at the University," Dorfmeyer said
Lucy James, junior (Ed l, said she will work on
revamping the professor-course evaluation files The
present files have only one or two evaluations on each
professor, she said.
James said she would like to compile a course

Information booklet and also is considering setting up a
file containing basic syllabi of existing courses. The files
and other Information might be put In the Union, where It
Is more accessible to students, she said.
JAMES SAID she also will work to change the
University's policy on the use of alcohol in living units
Under the present policy, dormitories and Individual
living units must apply for K-permits if they are planning
functions at which alcoholic beverages will be served
However, the units are allowed only a limited number
of permits each quarter. James said she wants to
Increase the number of permits allowed.
"We feel a lot of people are stepping out of bounds with
this policy." James explained. "If they're caught, they'll
be prosecuted. We don't want to see this happen."
Sally Marzonie, sophomore (Ed.), said she Is
conducting a survey to find If students want Library
hours extended, especially during finals week. "If
student response is good, funds will be the problem,"
Marzonie said.
SHE SAID she also would like to get a "centrally
located ride board in the Union." She said rides could be
listed In alphabetical order and kept updated by steering
committee members
Michigan State University has such a ride board and
she said she has written for information about it.
She added that she intends to "spend time talking to
people" to get ideas for future projects.
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Means discusses post
By Marcla Shaaer
Staff Reporter
Dr Charles L. Means, recently
appointed to the University's newly
created post of director of minority
affairs, will concentrate on two major
objectives when he assumes his duties
May I
He will be responsible for the
administration, planning, development
and evaluation of minority programs,
which include Student Development.
Project Search, Ethnic Studies and the
TRIO Programs comprising the
Modular Achievement Center, Upward
Bound and Special Services.
One of his major objectives is to
increase the number of minority
faculty and staff, he said yesterday.
"The University needs a significant
number of black faculty and students.
The difficulty of getting faculty is not
relative to finding qualified people to
come to Bowling Green, but to the
ability to pay the cost." he said.
Dr Means said through contacts he
found professors from various fields
"ready to come to the University The
only question is whether the University
will be able to defray the cost of
recruiting these people
"IT WILL BE a challenge to all the
administrators to work with the
faculty to make a cohesive
organization at the University," he
said "Burning issues create problems
that effect a staff. 1 think faculty and
administrators must be brought
together."
Dr Means said. "I am impressed
that this University is seriously
committed to becoming a multi-ethnic
institution because of the things it is
doing."
The creation of the post of minority
affairs director indicates the
University's interest in ethnic
programs, he said.
"Funds are made available by the

University for such programs as
Student Development and recruiting
and the financial backing is there to
bring in qualified faculty and staff." he
continued "This shows a serious
interest in the needs of minority
affairs."
The new director said he plans to
seek funds for innovative programs
from both government and private
sources. "I want to beef-up some of the
programs, particularly in terms of
staff, "he said.
FUNDS ARE available through
several federal government agencies,
including the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare and the
Housing and Urban Development, he
said. "First we must specify how we
want to use the money. We must
analyze the problem and develop a
program to work it out. then we can
submit a request for funds," he
explained
He said funds also are available
specifically for problems of cities and
universities. "1 am optimistic about
the chances of acquiring additional
money for the University s minority
programs." he said.
Dr Means said he is anxious to
assume his duties. "When I visited
Bowling Green the students impressed
me with their eagerness to get
involved. I was equally impressed by
the fantastic faculty and group of
administrators," he said.
IN HIS CURRENT position as
executive director of community
development in East St. Louis. 111.. Dr.
Means said he deals with academic
institutions and urban problems.
"Education deals with as many
different kinds of problems as does
community development. We are all

dealing with people problems' and
there are a great many similarities."
he said.
As executive director of community
development. Dr Means heads a J22
million planning, redevelopment,
research and personnel program for
East St. Louis At Southern Illinois
University he did community relations
and staff development work
i hope to combine effective
management and administrative
ability to produce results," he said "I
want to make sure two-way
communication is open After all, I am
convinced we all want' the same
things."

members of the Republican minority.
THE COMMITTEE'S order came
despite an offer from James D. St.
Clair, the President's Watergate
lawyer, to deliver some of the material
requested within a few days. But St.
Clair had refused to make an
immediate decision on all of the
material the committee had requested
in a letter delivered to the White House
last Feb. 25.
Rep. Robert McClory (R-IU), who

Perk to hold
meeting here
Cleveland Mayor Ralph J. Perk
will hold a press conference at 11:15
tomorrow in the Alumni Room,
Union.
Beforehand, the mayor will be the
guest of WBGU-TV, Channel 57, for
a taping of "Ohio This Week."
Perk, who is serving his third
year as mayor, is seeking the
Republican nomination for senator.
The seat currently Is held by
Howard K. Metzenbaum.
The mayor recently has been
under fire for his handling of an
Investigation of police corruption in
Cleveland

Where do Parking Service profits go? Campus Safety Director, Dole F. Shaffer
said they not only pay employee's salaries but also pay for maintenance and
repairs. Tentative repair protects planned for this summer include the
expansion of an en-campus parking lot. (Newspheto by Michael Grone)

Parking Services 'in the black'
By Rick Bemman
Staff Reporter
Parking Services' income this year
is about $10,000 above last year's, Dale
F Shaffer. Campus Safety director,
said Wednesday.
We're getting better compliance
than last year.'' Shaffer said,
explaining that more persons are
paying parking meters rather than the
higher cost of a ticket and persons are
registering their vehicles, escaping
registration tickets.
PARKING SERVICES receives
most of its funds from auto
registration fees, parking meter
receipts and parking fines.
Last year Parking Services showed a
profit of $27,485. an improvement over
1971-72 which ended with a $32,272
deficit. Last year's total income was
more than $237,000, including more
than $140,000 for auto registrations,
about $29,000 in meter receipts and

House subpoenas tapes
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House
Judiciary Committee rejected a lastminute White House compromise offer
yesterday and voted to subpoena all of
the tapes and documents it has
requested from President Nixon.
The subpoena, approved by a 33-3
vote, directs the President to respond
by 10 a.m. on April 25. four days after
Congress returns from its Easter
recess.
All dissenting votes were cast by

Parking lot
repairs

had supported many White House
requests at committee sessions, called
St. Clair s offer
"entirely too
equivocal." He then voted in favor of
the subpoena.
However, Rep. Edward Hutchinson
of Michigan, the ranking Republican on
the committee, voted against the
subpoena. Later be said be opposed it
because it is not enforceable and
because the White House had indicated
it would turn over all or most of the
material the committee Is demanding.
"IT DOESN'T seem to me as though
it was necessary to issue a subpoena
today," Hutchinson said.
Besides Hutchinson, others against
the subpoena were Charles E. Wiggins
of California and Trent Lott of
Mississippi
11 the White House should defy the
subpoena, the Judiciary Committee
would have several alternatives. One
would be to prosecute its subpoena In
the court as the Senate Watergate
committee is doing with Its subpoena
for tapes. A committee lawyer said the
committee could ask the House to cite
the President for contempt or simply
determine defiance of the subpoena to
be an Impeachable offense.
Before the final vote, the committee
agreed unanimously to make its
demands fpr some conversations more
specific.

about $67,000 in lines.
J. Claude Schcuerman. vice
president lor operations, said Parking
Services showed a profit last year
because of an increase in auto
registration fees
However. Schcuerman and Shaffer
said few people realize the expenses
Parking Services must meet.
Expenses include salaries and
benefits for parking bureau personnel,
repairs and maintenance, cost of signs,
salt, blacktop, sealer, stone, parking
curbs, equipment, meter parts and
other miscellaneous supplies,
according to a budget report.
SHAFFER SAID salaries have
increased but the expense is kept
somewhat constant by reducing
personnel The staff at the parking
bureau was reduced recently by three,
he added.
Shaffer said tentative plans for this
summer include the redesign and
blacktopping of commuter parking lot
7. north of Offenhauer; the expansion
of on-campus parking lot 8; the
widening of the roadway between
Wooster Street and faculty/staff
parking area A. in order to include a
left turn lane, and routine patching and
sealing of other parking lots
Shaffer said he estimates a $12,000
profit this year but added, "There is
just no way you can pinpoint this."
SHAFFER AND Scheuerman also
emphasized the importance of the
Parking Committee, composed of

three faculty members, three staff
members and three students, which
determines regulations, policies and
parking fees
Shaffer said Melvin Jones,
supervisor of Parking Services; Bill
Hayne. student traffic court
representative, and himself serve as

ex-officio members who offer input to
the committee.
Scheuerman said anyone can attend
these meetings to make suggestions
and interested persons should call
Parking Services at 372-2776 or Dr.
Elfreda Rusher at 372-0091

University to recommend
raise in non-resident fee
The University will recommend to its Board of Trustees that the nonresident student fee be increased from $393 per quarter to $400 per quarter,
according to a spokesman for the office of resource planning.
If approved by the trustees, the increase probably would be effective
beginning fall quarter.
The spokesman said House Bill 86. the appropriations act for the 1974-75
biennium. allows the University to charge a non-resident fee of up to $400.
He added that this year's educational budget, which will be presented to the
trustees at their next meeting, was based on an increased non-resident fee.
The non-resident fee, assessed to students ineligible for state subsidy, rose
from $350 per quarter in 1971-72 to $381 per quarter in 1972-73 to its present
amount.
The spokesman said the non-resident fee is calculated by dividing the state
subsidy received by the University by its total number of full-time equivalent
students.
Out-of-state students are not included in the calculation so the amount
arrived at is the state subsidy for each Ohio student.
That amount is then charged to non-resident students so that they pay an
equal amount for their education, the spokesman said.
He added, however, that the amount arrived at this year is slightly more
than $400 which means the University cannot charge the non-residents an
equal amount because of the state limit imposed by House Bill 86

Four staffers' acquittal stands
The two students who filed charges
against four News staffers will not
appeal Dean of Students Raymond C
Whittaker's decision that the suffers
not receive a letter of censure from the
Student Arbitration Board (SAB).
The dean upheld SAB's decision that
the staffers-editor Joan Gestl, news
editor Janet Romaker and reporters
Curt Hazlett and Nancy Laughlin -had
misrepresented themselves by using

other students' validation cards in an
investigation of election procedures
But he staled he could find no
evidence of intention to commit a
fraudulent act" in the staffers' actions.
In a statement released yesterday,
the complaintants. John Doering and
Michael Bickley. both seniors (B.A),
said "Whittaker decided not to levy a
penalty, but he did uphold the guilty
verdict of the Student Arbitration
Board."

Weather

HOWEVER, their statement
contradicts what Whittaker told
staffers on Wednesday. He said he
overruled SAB's recommendation that
the staffers receive official censure for
"knowlingly"
furnishing
false
information to the University." Also,
he said, he considers his decision as an
acquital to the charge of "Intent to
defraud the University.''
Following a hearing Monday night.
SAB decided unanimously that the

Considerable cloadlness aad
mild with showers or thundershowers likely today aad
tomorrow. Hlghi today la the mid
and ■pper Its. Lows tonight in the
Sis. Highs tomorrow la the Me.
Probability of precipitation M per
cent today aad 71 per cent tonight.

staffers violated Section IV, B 12 of the
University Student Guide by using
borrowed validation cards.
The board recommended a twoparagraph censure statement be
entered into the students' permanent
records. Toe censure stated, In part,
that obtaining another person's
permission to use his validation card
does not make its use legal.
IT FURTHER stated that, should the
News decide to conduct another
investigation that "Involves practices
of a questionable legal nature," it first
should obtain "a court's authorization." It did not specify which court.
The staffers used the borrowed cards
to obtain extra ballots which were
marked with rubber stamps and
returned to the ballot boxes to
demonstrate lax election procedures.
Doering and Bickley could have
appealed Whittaker's decision to the
Student Appeals Board.
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s/u penalties
unjustified
It's unfair to penalize students being considered for academic honors
by the University because they have taken an "excessive" number of S/U
courses.
The University'3 formula used to compute honors is based on taking 170
letter credit hours, allowing IS S/U hours without being penalized.
Every student is required to take three credit hours of health and
physical education and two English courses amounting to eight hours of
S/U.
Of course, many students are fortunate to get one or both English
courses waived through proficiency tests.
This then leaves students with an S/U option from two to 10 credit
hours without being penalized when academic honors are considered.
Many times a student could be faced with a dilemma. He may want to
take a theater course S/U because he is weak in that area and a low grade
would affect his accumulative point average. However, he also may have
run out of S/U credit hours he may take without incurring academic
honors penalities.
The formula is particularly unfair to students in the College of
Education. Every education major must teach 15 credit hours with S/U
grading required.
Why should education majors be penalized for fulfilling a requirement
they cannot control?
A Modular Achievement Program (MAP) spokeswoman said
yesterday that she is unsure of the academic honors situation for
accelerated students.
Accelerated students have been accredited with a number of credit
hours for outstanding performance in MAP. Some students with
freshman standing last year were credited with 45 hours and now have
junior status.
Let's hope that these students aren't penalized for outstanding
achievements when being considered for academic honors.
The S/U option should be available to students without penalty. It is sad
to see technicalities ruin the grade options students are supposed to have.

call for sbo action

By W. Randall Hathaway IV
m Sigma Chi
Gaeit Stadeat Celamilst

I am writing this letter as a
concerned student, very interested in
the future of student government at
Bowling Green. I feel that the
institution of SBO is a vital one as far
as serving the interests of the students
is concerned.
I have very few things to say at this
time, but they are important things.
Things which the student body should
be made aware of.
Mr. Bugie, you are overstepping your
bounds In a great number of areas and
they shall be dealt with, not only by the
students but by the administration as
unconstitutional, illegal acts of an
egoistic fortune hunter.
YOU STATED in your campaign and
I quote: "We don't need any
experience in this area (student

government). We can learn everything
that we need to know in a week."
Well sir, you have had over a week
and I have yet to see anything
productive come out of your office in
the area of dealing with problems that
exist in student government here at
Bowling Green.
There are many projects on the
roster which must be dealt with
immediately for the good of the
general student body. These projects
must not be allowed to die.
FOR EXAMPLE, the Ridge Street
issue. You must decide which course of
action should be followed that will
create the greatest amount of good for
the pedestrians and for those students
using automobiles for their
transportation.
This project must be dealt with
without the slightest degree of
hesitation upon yoijr part before the
city council decides that this is a dead
issue

There are many avenues to be
investigated and you had better get off
your proverbial "hot seat" and start
acting.
THIS PARTY, which expressed the
idea of getting student power back into
the hands of the students, seems to be
concentrating the power into an elite
corp of executives, meeting secretly to
decide their course of action. One of
the executive officers who was not a
member of the SBG ticket was not
even informed of this meeting.
It would seem to me that the interest
of the students and the objective of
representative student government,
which the SBG party professed with
great enthusiasm in order to win the
support of the voters, is not being
served.
I ask you the students: Is this a just
form of government or are we going to
have our own private Watergate on our
hands?

At the end of winter quarter, a guest
column appeared in the BG News with
the rather alarming title, "Ethnic
Studies In Danger." My first thought
was that the title referred to the
Ethnic Studies Program here at BGSU
and I wondered who knew something I
did not.
But as 1 ream on, 1 realized that the
author, John Freeman, was referring
to Ethnic Studies programs throughout
the country and not to ours in
particular
As several recent studies have noted,
large numbers of Ethnic Studies or.
sometimes, exclusively Black Studiesprograms which sprang into
existence, full-blown and bellicose,
during the early 1970 s have
disappeared from the curriculum
IN 1171. almost 500 schools oflered
Black Studies; the figure is now closer
to 200. This decline in the number of
programs is not a cause for alarm; it
reflects instead a healthy adjustment
throughout the country, universities
making decisions-or letting them be
made by default-that Ethnic Studies
programs must be academically viable
or they will be allowed to fade out
entirely.
Programs that were established in
hasty response to student activism
have disappeared, but those that
developed with sturdy roots in
traditional disciplines, incorporating
concentrations in traditional fields into
requirements for Ethnic Studies
majors continue to thrive.
While the Ethnic Studies Program on
this campus has had its share of difficulties since its establishment in 197071,1 think BGSU should be pleased that
the Ethnic Studies programs here,
founded on an interdisciplinary and
Interdepartmental
curriculum,
continues to grow. Rather than reflect
the decline which similar programs at
other universities have shown, the
program here continues to
demonstrate, by increased course
offerings and student enrollment, that
it is a healthy and valid academic
program.
ETHNIC STUDIES is a study of

culture and heritage and philosophy
and art, and scholars both within and
without the minority group experience
recognize that the culture and experiences of Black Americans, Chicanos,
Native Americans, and AsianAmericans are separate from the
mainstream of American life, but that
this separation in no way makes the
experience or the study of that
experience less valid.
The economic and political structure
of the ghetto or the barrio, for
example, differs fundamentally from
the model given in traditional
economic courses, but the student does
not realize this until he or she takes a
course that overlays the traditional
model with an understanding of the
other social, psychological forces that
skew ghetto economics.
Similarly, until a student learns to
comprehend the linguistic structure
which underlies and legitimizes the
speech of the bilingual or bldialectlcal person, the student is likely
to dismiss as "bad (standard)
English" the speech patterns of the
Chicanoor Black colleague.

AND WHILE it might appear that
Black chauvinism was Implied in the
need to validate these experiences, to
study them under normal academic
situations, applying the methods and
tools of traditional disciplines, the
Ethnic Studies Program here has
never fallen Into the trap of excluding,
either as students or instructors, those
who have not actually lived the
minority experience.
From one staff person and three
lilted course* in 1970-71, the Program
here has grown to include four halftime faculty and three part-time who
offer regularly eight or nine courses
each quarter. One of the reasons for
the program's growth on this campus
is the interdepartmental and interdisciplinary nature of the program.
We have welcomed the introduction
by faculty within other departments of
courses which are ethnically oriented.
We have not rejected white faculty
members who want to teach courses
focusing on the ethnic experience.
BY DRAWING on courses taught in
other departments and recommending

And I say to the student body as a
whole: Do not be afraid to voice your
opinions and volunteer for University
and Student Body Boards. Even though
I am no longer holding an elected office
I am going to do everything in my
power to make Bowling Green a better
place to live and study.
IT IS up to you to do the same thing.
Remember that nobody ever drowned
in sweat.

The BG New* welcome* all
letters to the editor and opinion
column*. Letter* may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial. We ask, however, that
guest column* not be written hi
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more
than four pages, triplespaced.
The News maintain* the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limit*, with respect
to the law* of libel and proper
taste.
Letter* and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News. lOt University Hall
'HOW CLOSE WOULD MONSIEUR LIKE THE HAIRCUT?'

Lerrers
fraternities
explained
By now many of you have thought
about becoming involved in some type
of organization on campus.
Undoubtedly, you have received

ethnic studies okay
Robert L. Perry, Director
Ethnic Studies Center
Guest Columnist

In closing I would like to thank the
staff of The BG News for their help
over the past year. They certainly tried
to make my term in office better and
easier. I applaud them for their efforts
to create a better, more open and
honest University.

Lot's boor from you

retain sirica

Four defendants in the Watergate cover-up case have asked the U.S.
district court to disqualify Judge John J. Sirica from conducting their
trial
The four said Sirica has shown "what can only be called a
prosecutional interest" in the Watergate affair.
This rings as a last attempt by the defendants to save themselves by
crying about not receiving a fair trial.
Former Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell and three former White House
aides, John D. Ehrlichman, Charles W. Colson and Gordon Strachan,
filed the complaint.
The four said, among other things, that Sirica's involvement in the
Watergate case has "made him a national hero."
The judge should be a national hero. If it weren't for him Watergate
may have been swept under the rug with barely a ripple of the scandal
made public.
Sirica made sure justice was served in the cases already presented,
and will preside over the rest with equal integrity.
He has refused to be intimidated by the Administration.
The complaint is a result of the frustration felt by the four trying to
deal with Sirica-an honest man.
Let's hope this honest man is retained in the trial. They seem to be a
hard commodity to come by in government today.

IT B up to us, the members of the
student body, to be sure that these
officials begin to be responsive to the
wishes of the students.

these to students in
In the Ethnic Studies
Stwlies
Program, we have been able, since
1972. to offer a major and a minor in
Afro-American Studies.
Like similar programs which have
proved durable at other universities,
the Afro-American Studies major here
requires a 30-hour concentration in a
traditional discipline-such as
sociology, speech, economics,
journalism, political science, or
English-as well as courses directly
relating to the minority experience
While it may have seemed to in the
past, I do not expect "ethnic" on our
campus to continue to mean "black."
We have been working with the
Chlcano Studies Advisory Committee
to develop courses more relevant to
the Chlcano experience, as well as to
develop courses which are genuinely
multi-cultural and which span the
experiences of more than one
American minority group.
NEXT FALL, we will offer a course
in Asian-American Studies to be taught
by Mr. R. Errol Lam, and while not
offered by our staff, certainly through
our encouragement, several courses in
Native American Studies have been
offered this past quarter and will
continue to be offered.
Because of this genuinely multicultural thrust, I am optimistic about
the future of Ethnic Studies on this
campus. Many minority students have
begun to realize that Ethnic Studies-1*
a useful liberal art* major, developing
in its students exactly those qualities
which distinguish an American Studies
or a history, sociology, speech, or
political science major; and slowly,
non-minority students are beginning to
recognize their own need for courses
such a* Ghetto Economic*. The
Family Life of the American Negro,
and The Chicano and American
Society.
WHITE STUDENTS who want to
teach In urban schools have also begun
to brave our courses. If one plans to
teach In the inner city, these coursesas well for the experience of being in
the minority, studying an alien culture,
as for the content itself--seem to me
(and to many urban school superintendents! essential.

material or seen the rush posters for
the many fraternities. Unfortunately,
the mailers do not give you an idea as
to what the fraternity has to offer
As a brother of Alpha Phi Omega, I
would like to provide some specific
information that can aid you in the
understanding the purpose behind our
fraternity.
MOST fraternities, including Alpha
Phi Omega can: 1) fulfill your desire to
meet new people and make new
friends, and 21 fulfill your desire to
have fun through a variety of social
activities.
But of all the fraternities on campus,
only Alpha Phi Omega 3) contributes
constructively to the campus and to
others through its program of
SERVICE.
We are proud of our service
program. Nothing is more rewarding.
for instance, than the thankful look of a
child or an elderly person whose life
you have touched with the spirit of
helping and giving.
OUR SERVICE program presently
involves such endeavors as:
construction of the campus
information booth, elimination of
architectural barriers for the
handicapped, Beauty and Beast contest
during Mardi Gras, community
workdays for charity, and sponsoring
Scout-aramas and weekly scout swims.
Projects in the planning stages
include: a loaner bicycle program for
campus students, a campus jumper
cable service, film festivals for
charity, and relief project* to aid
victims of tornadoes in Xenia
Fraternities are becoming progressively more service-oriented
toward campus and community. With
no boundaries as to race, religion or
ideology. Alpha Phi Omega offers an
opportunity for all men (blacks, international students, social Greeks) to
work unselfishly toward helping
others.
IN A FINAL analysis. Alpha Phi
Omega offers you a chance to do
something constructive with your
extra time (as much or as little as you
may have).
If you wish to find out more about the
brothers of A Phi O you have the
opportunity to come to the White
Dogwood Room of the Union at 7:30
p.m. on Monday night next week to
learn more of our program of service
to the campus, the community and to
others.
Matt McGookey
Alpha Phi Omega
40Rodgers

king forgotten
I would like to say in no uncertain
terms that I am ashamed of this University for not having any type of
observance for a great human being
who was assassinated exactly six years
ago on April 4.
If by chance you may have forgotten
who it was, his name is Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.

I have invested a considerable sum
of money to obtain for her the quality
of education available only at Bowling
Green and have patronized different
functions where we have interests.
From this viewpoint I deeply resent
the treatment she has received.
As a citizen of the United States, and
wishing to further the respect for the
Law. I do enclose the "fine of $3.00".
But I feel I have made my position
clear.

A MAN BY his courage, perservance, and intelligence began a new
chapter in the book entitled America.
Maybe the University forgot or is still
trying to forget like most of us.

Theodore J. Fruch
120 S WoodlawnAve.
Lima, Ohio

please

We. they, can never afford to let the
memory of someone fade who has
insured American survival for as long
as it has since his death.
Every University, business, home,
and person who did not have any type
of memorium for Martin Luther King
should do like the ostrich and bury it's
head in the sand. We owed it to
ourselves and to his dream.
Tony Carroll
820 Offenhauer West

father

write
I'm at a complete standstill with
nowhere to turn to for help. The recent
deaths of my mother and father has
left me in an empty world filled with
nothing but misery and gloom.
I'M A LONELY inmate without
family or friends, I wish sincerely to
correspond with broadmlnded and free
thinking individuals of all intellects. I
will answer all letter*.
I'm 23, 510". 160 lbs., black hair,
green eyes, and I'm Italian and Irish.
Thank you.

protests

DinoBretti
137-463
P.O. Box 787
Lucasville, Ohio 45648

To Campus Safety:
As a father I am writing to complain
about the abuse my daughter has
suffered which caused her to drive 65
miles home in tears from the bullying
and harrassment levied upon her by
one of your officers.

i~He BG news
AnuJipi iJimimMViiii
IWTOtlM SI*»

WE HAVE witnessed here, in Lima,
Ohio, as across the nation, while the
"Meter Maids" fulfill a given
necessity, the bestowing of a badge and
power and subsequently turning them
loose on an unprotected populace,
especially a captive populace such as
you have on your campus, you end up
with Ego Marshall Law and Kangaroo
Courts.
The only ones to gain by this type of
strong-arm of the Law tactics are the
treasuries of the municipality and the
families of the officer* who must be
enjoying a new found relief.
Were it not for my daughter
graduating this Jane, I would destroy
this ticket and forget it, but your
reputation for retaliation has
preceeded the occurrence
AS A father I protest this treatment
of my daughter.

•USMtSSSTAW
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Hall director 'father' to 351
By Carl Reroeaaky
Staff Reporter
Besides his own wife and
baby girl. Flip Gaun has a
"family " of over 550 men.
Gazan is Hall Director of
Anderson Hall, where he
lives with his wife Nancy
and their daughter Heather,
who will be a year old April
J8.
Gazan said he has no real
problems with his job except
be must be available to
dormitory residents 24 hours
a day
'The University operates
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.. but
from 5 p.m. to l .i in is

when the majority of guys
are active in the dorm."
Gazan said
HE SAID he. tries to get to
know as many students as
possible.
"I try to get involved as
much as 1 can," Gazan said
"I try to make this place
like a home or community
rather than just a room "
Gazan said he was
fortunate to be assigned as
Anderson's director for the
second straight year.
"It takes a while for
students to adjust Kyery
student is from a different

WOMEN workshop

Family

Flip Oaxan, the KoH director of Anderson Hall, hit wHi, Nancy
and daughter. Heather play family to 350 men. Mr*. Gazan
*ay* ,kat al,ho°9n Heather ii under one year, the multitude
of people ha* never frightened her. (New*photo by Carl Sold)

Of 353

A
Women's Coalition
Weekend
sponsored
by
WOMEN will be held April
19-21 at the University
The weekend will begin at
7 p.m. Friday with feminist
films. Saturday will be
devoted to workshops and
discussions on such topics as
sexuality,
women
in
religion, women workers
and unions, abortion, nonsexist education,
rape
prevention, gay women and
black women's liberation
A potluck dinner followed
by feminist music, singing.
poetry and guerilla theatre
will conclude Saturday The
workshops will continue
Sunday.
Free child care will be
provided
for
all
participants. The fee for
Bowling Green residents is
$1. Out-of-town people will
be charged 13 which
includes Saturday's meals
and
overnight
accomodations for Friday

and Saturday
For more information and
pre-registration
contact
Lauren Carter, 352-6433. or
Frances Perry. 352-7188
Persons may register at 115
Education Bldg. from 6-10
p.m. Friday. April 19. or on
the second floor of
University Hall all day
Saturday
and
Sunday
morning

The first broadcast of
WBGU-FMs new 5-minut*
information program. "On
Campus," is set for Monday
The new (how. which will
air at 1:10 p.m., is designed
to give itudtnu, faculty and
administrators
an
opportunity to inform the
campus community of their
activities and event* by way
of radio.
The program's host will be
Bettie Williamson, WBGU's
director
of community
affairs. She said her goal is
to
"unify the campus
community."

—

THE NEW show will
include interviews with the
people involved in various
activities. Williamson said
this is one way the program
will be an improvement over
the Green Sheet."
"If you can actually hear
the personality rather than
just read what he says, it
will stir up more interest
she said.
Williamson came
to
Bowling Green last year
from
Florida
AIM
University. She was a
sociology teacher and had no
broadcasting
experience
before coming here.
With a master's degree in

education. Williamson said
teaching every day became
boring.
Her job at Bowling Green
appeals to her more
This
job is flexible. 1 get to meet
a great many people, select
all my own guests and make
my own decisions,'
she
stated
HER
PROGRAM.
"People.
Places
and
Things." began last May and
Includes interviews with
persons involved in community activities in the
Bowling Green and Toledo
area It is broadcast at 5:30

p.m Sunday and at 12:30
p in Monday.
Williamson
came
to
Bowling Green under the
Federal Minority Hiring
Grant and is under a twoyear contract She said she
has no definite plans after
her contract expires, but
terms his exposure to the
broadcasting industry thus
far as
"interesting and
challenging."

"THE BEST part about il
is that living with students
keeps us feeling young- we
know the latest music,
dances and crazes like
streaking.' she said "We
would lose contact with
what s new if we worked
with people the same age
t as the Gazans ■ or older ''
Both said they feel every
student
has different
complaints about the
University.
"For some it's cafeteria
food, others don't think the
schedules are sent out on
time, it's different stuff like
that," Mrs Gazan said
They said the only time
Gazan gets away from his
job is during his vacation or

when the dormitory is
closed.
He still has his
responsibilities
on
weekends," Mrs. Gazan
said
GAZAN
SAID
his
daughter "pretty much has
the run of things "
"She's been walking for
about a month and a half
now, and if the door is open
she loves to go out and run
around the halls," Mrs
Gazan said
"She isn't afraid of people
at all." Gazan said.
Heather has more than 350
"big brothers" in Anderson
Hall alone
The baby has seen about
100 kids walk by sometimes,
but she's never been afraid

and has never dinged to
us." Mrs. Gazan said.
Both said having the
cafeteria available to them
Is convenient, especially
with the baby. Gazan
receives part of his pay in
meal coupons, although be is
not a student at the
University.
"It's nice that Heather
has both her parents around
all day-her dad works right
across the hall. Mrs Gazan
said
She added that Heather
has many playmates, but
she is getting to the age
when she needs to play with
children her own age.
"Heather probably thinks
everyone lives in a
dormitory." Mrs. Gazan
said

Several Easter services planned
The University Luteran Chapel will hold a Tenebrae
Service at 11 p.m. tonight at the chapel across from new
fraternity row.
A sunrise folk service will be held at 7 am Sunday and the
regular worship hour will be at 11:15 am A 10:30 am
coffeehour will preceed the 11:15 service.
Rev. Larry Harris, who will take over the campus
ministry in June, will deliver the Easter message

newsnotes
Delta delay
CAPE CANAVERAL. (AIM - The
launch ol a new communications
satellite intended to speed "space
mail' and other commercial
messages across the United States
was delayed today because of
problems in a Delta booster rocket
The delay was announced less than
12 hours before the scheduled lift off.
A National Aeronautics and Space
Administration spokesman said the
launch had been rescheduled for 7 51
pin . tomorrow.
He said a leaky valve in the Delta
was discovered after the luel had
been loaded into the booster rocket
during launch preparations

New show's topic-area events
By Jim Genion

background and they all
have different priorities."
Gazan said
"As soon as everyone
checked in I knew that I had
already known 50 per cent of
them from last year." he
said "I knew 1 could try to
build on that foundation "
Mrs. Gazan said her
husband enjoys his job and
seldom gets frustrated

Keep conserving
.

WASHINGTON iAP> Americans
will i mil enough gasoline available
for vacation trips this summer but
only if they continue conservation

measures, the Federal Energy Office
said today
Dennis Bakke, an aide to deputy
administrator John Sawhill. said this
means driving no faster than 55 miles
per hour, tuning cars, keeping tire
pressures right, and possibly taking
trips by other means
But the energy office isn't
suggesting shorter trips, he told a
reporter

Air traffic
CHICAGO (API - The Federal
Aviation
Administration
said
yesterday air traffic congestion over
tornado-stricken Xenia, Ohio, is
posing a hazard lor pilots involved in
emergency cleanup operations.
A statement issued from the FAA
regional office in Chicago said as
many as 30 airplanes at one time
have violated air space restrictions
the agency imposed over the area
after a killer tornado April 3.

A spokesman said, however, a
helicopter used to ferry President
Nixon on an inspection tour Tuesday
was in no danger because of normal
presidential security procedures."

Reform bill
WASHINGTON (APi - The Senate
yesterday passed a far-reaching
campaign reform bill with the
avowed aim of eliminating big-money
influence in politics.
It provides for the use of tax funds
in financing general and primary
campaigns for federal offices
Another key section establishes a
bipartisan Federal Elections
Commission empowered to bring
eivll and criminal prosecutions, independently of the Justice
Department, for violations of
campaign financing.

Anyone
wanting
to
publicize an upcoming event
or activity should contact
her at 372-0121 or 372-2826 or
at WBGU-FM. fourth floor
of South Hall.

—

THE GREAT AMERICAN FOLK WINE
GREAT AMERICAN POSTER OFFER.

Pass the Jug. Pour the Jug. Jug-a-lug.
Jug is the Great American Folk Wine. In Apple
or Strawberry Glen. Full of the crisp cold bite of
fresh-picked country apples or sweet juicy
strawberries.
When you finish a jug of Jug, you can put a
candle or daisies in it for a romantic meal. Or blow
your favorite nine on it.
Enough sell. You want a Great American Poster?
Send us just $1.00. Our Great American Poster
measures 24" x 26". Resplendent in full color.
Complete with painted-on frame.
If you're decorating your room in American
Gothic, it will fit right in. Get yours fast for a mere
$ 1.00 (no stamps please) before we run out.

JUG GREAT AMERICAN POSTER
12 E. Grand Ave. Room A A
Chicago,111 (>()(.II.
Please send me
posters,
for which 1 have enclosed I
Send my poster to:
Name
pemwpriiK

AddressCity_ State_
-ZipOffer good until February lit, 1975. Void if restricted or forbidden by law. Available only in U.S. A. Please allow 4 weeks for
delivery. Poster Guarantee' If you receive a damaged poster, simply return it to the above address and you will receive a new one.

My son, ^
the postcard.^

I and generally warm inside when
they know their sons are thinking about them from some faraway
institution of higher learning. But, although mothers are universally loved, who wants to write them all the time? Solution:
don't. Send them pictures instead. Pocket pictures. They're
big enough to send through
the mail like postcards. Just
address the back, put on a
10« stamp and you're on
your way home and into
your mother's heart.
Sm models lo choose Ifom Prices sian ai i

Kodak pocket Instamatic cameras.
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Bugie discusses plan
for constitution change
Student Body Organization
(SBO) President Doug
Bugie. junior lAiSl, laid
yesterday be toon will
announce detailed plant (or
a committee to reform the
SBO constitution
He alto said he hopes to
make the SBO personnel
board an autonomous body
to "keep in check" any
partiality In filling SBO
positions.
Some of the constitutional
revisions will involve the
student judicial process and
SBO election procedures, he
explained.
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Grant available
Students who began
post-high school education after April 1. 1973
are eligible for the Basic
Opportunity Grant.
An article in Tuesday's
edition of the News gave
an eligibility date of April
1,1974.
Applications
are
available in the Financial
Aid office. 305 Student
Services Bldg.

Super Shef

2 1.29
with this coupon

This is the BIG one. A
BIG pally of ground beef,
broiled over open flames,
served on a toasted bun.
with lettuce, tomato, sweet
onion, and melted cheese
CM»M M Tfcni Iprfl 31.1174!

Good only at participating
Butgc Chal raatauranla In lha
USA Void Mhiii prohibltatj.
i"tfl. or -purr, led by law
Local nod Stale lai paynble by
baarar
C1974 BUflCIfl CHEF SVStfMS

awaiting jury decision

Big Shef

I

2 1.19
vv/t/i /his coupon

Our Banquet on a Bun!
Two open-flame broiled
beefburgers lopped with
melted cheese, our special
sauce and chopped lettuce

CMS*

M Tin April 34. 1174

>s&

Good only at pa
Hutga Chal IMI,IU
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MEDIA. Pa. I API- A jury
of nine men and three
women began its efforts
yesterday to reach a verdict
in the murder trial of
lormer United Mine
Workers President W. A.
"Tony" Boyle.
The 72-year-old Boyle,
who once ruled the UMW
with an iron fist, is charged
with three counts of murder
in the slaying of union rival
Joseph "Jock" Yablonski
and his wife and daughter.
The jurors retired at 12:30
p.m. after Judge Francis J

testimony of the 58
prosecution witnesses and
the 9 defense witnesses but
cautioned the jury "that it is
your recollection of ths facts
and not mine that count."

crossed, his hands clasped
He did not look at the jury,
but stared fixedly at the
judge.

Catania of Delaware County
Common Pleas Court told
them in his 2V>-hour charge
that the commonwealth
must show beyond any doubt
that Boyle was guilty.
"If you have such a doubt,
it is your duty to resolve it in
favor of the defendant,"
Catania said. "If you have
no doubt, it is your duty to
convict."

Catania said in his
instructions that the jury
had (our choices, acquittal,
or guilty of first-degree
murder,
second-degree
murder or voluntary manslaughter.

Boyle currently is serving
a three-year federal prison
sentence for misuse of union
funds.

THE FRAIL Boyle, who
suffers from a heart
condition, sat unmoving for
the most part, his legs

Conviction of first-degree
murder would mean a mandatory life sentence.
Catania summarized the

THE YABLONSKIS were
shot to death Dec. 31. 1968,
as they slept in their rural
home in Clarksville in southwestern Pennsylvania.

99C

Details of the revision
committee will be
announced at Tuesday s SBO
meeting.
BUGIE SAID the student
court system will receive
most of the) committee's
attention but that the entire
constitution will be
examined "from top to
bottom."
"The appellate process it
weakened by the fact that
SBO people directly
nominate and Interview the
people involved," Bugie
taid.
He said he wants to give
the personnel board the
power to choose Its own
successors, rather than have
it done by SBO officers.
Bugie taid he it the board's
only SBO of fleer
One use of an improved
personnel board would be to
increase the impartiality of
all SBO functions, be
explained.
Applications for SBO
positions also will be
changed this year, Bugie
said. Instead of using applicants' names for identification, spaces will be
provided only for social
security numbers.
BUGIE SAID that by
using only numbers for
identification the possibility
of choosing persons only by
name will be eliminated.
He also said applications
will be "of an attitudinal
type" which will reveal
more about the applicant's
attributes and faults than
previously.
The constitutional revision
committee will consist of
students versed in constitutional law, possibly

suggested by various department beads, Bugie taid.
He said he hopes revisions
can be completed within 10
days after the committee is
chosen.
Bugie also said be plant to
get student opinion on
student elections so the
Election and Opinions Board
will have fewer problems
next year with SBO
elections.
He added that he wants to
alleviate ths problems
"while at the same time not
making it too bard for
students to vote."

Russian giving
piano recital
Vladimir Viardo. firstprize winner in the 1973 Van
Cliburn Piano Competition,
will perform at t p.m. Tuesday in the Recital Hall,
School of Music
Currently a fourth year
student at the Tchaikovsky
State Institute, he received
special awards at the competition for best performances of Aaron
Copland's "Night Thoughts
and a Rachmaninoff Etudetableau.
At Tuesday's concert, he
will perform "Sonata No. 3
in F minor, Opus 5" by
Brahms
and
other
selections.
Tickets for the concert are
$1 for adults and 75 cents for
students. Tickets are on tale
at 405 Student Services Bldg
and will be available at the
door.

Precautions taken

with this coupon

A large, golden lish fillet.
topped with melted cheese,
fresh ensp lettuce, and our
special tartar sauce ... on
a toasted bun
h

Csaaea Caafl Thni April M, 1174

/T6AK. BAKED POTATO. /AlAD AflD ROU
Qood only al pailiclpaling
Burger Chal 'eatauianta In lha
USA Void *here prohibited.
laiiad. or leatnctad by law.
Local and Stale la* payable by
beater
ei974 BURGIH CHIF SVSTFMS INC

\

Super Shef
MEAL DEAL

/T6flKDinneR-0niY2.99

^*l-09
.

A truly "SUPER deal' Gal
our BIG one.
Super
Shef along with our
golden-brown irench
tries and a soil dnnki
Cess Drni lara M, 117(1

Ivs-
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with this coupon

Ponderosa's top-ot-the-line steak dinner. A delicious big
T-Bone steak with a tossed green salad, baked Idaho potato and an oven warm roll with butter. Ponderosa's best
. . . and all (or only $2.99.

Good only al participating
Burger C"el reitauianla in |h«
USA Void where prohibiied.
laied. or restricted by law
Local and Slate la- payable b*
bearer
C1IM BURGl fl CHEF SYSTEMS IHC

PONDEROSA STEAK HOUSE

Big Shef.
MEAL DEAL

E. Wooster (across from stadium)
Bowling Green, Oh.

99C

wi'ih this coupon

Talk about BIG" deals'
You get our triple-deck
Big Shef. our tender
french fries and a soft
drink! A complete meal
faWN U* Tarn Apr. M. 1174!

Good only at participating
Burger Chal re.tauranta in lha
USA Void where prohibiied.
taiad. or 'ealncied by taw
Local and Stale lax payable by
bearer
CUM BUBGfR CHfF SYSTEMS INC

MEAL DEAL

I

T

vmmmtxmmm

ith this coupon

'•ss
Large, golden fish filet
topped with melted cheese,
lettuce & tartar sauce.
French fries & soft drink. A
complete, delicious meal1
i fiaal Tin Apr! N, 11741

of BGSU School of Mo sic

OPERA

Good only al participating
Bwrgar Chef raitawranti m the
USA Void where prohibited,
taiad. or teatticied by law
Local and Stale UK payable by
bearer
twt BUM>ER CHEF SYSTEMS MC
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to transport picture
PARIS l AP) - The world's
most famous smile will be
packed into an air-conditioned steel alloy container
next week and flown to
Japan under unprecedented
security precautions.
Officials of the Louvre
museum and the French
Ministry of Cultural Affairs
are guarding details of the
Mona Lisa's departure arrangements like a state
secret. Armed guards will
accompany Leonardo da
Vinci's unique portrait
every inch of the way to the
National Museum in Tokyo,
where it is to be exhibited
from April 19 to June 10
It will be only the third
time the picture has left
France since King Francois
I bought it for his Fontainebleau Palace early in the
16th century.
Leonardo painted the
portrait of Mona Lisa del
Giocondo. the wife of an
Italian nobleman, in his
native Florence in about
1503 Almost nothing is
known of his beautiful
model.
THE PICTURE, painted
on a single 21- by 30-inch
slab of wood, was in
Leonardo's luggage when
the artist came to France in
1516 to join the king's court.
Francois liked Mona Lisa's
sensuous face immediately
and bought the painting for
4,000 pieces of gold. For
years it hung in the royal
bathroom.
Napoleon kept the Mona
Lisa in his bedroom briefly,
but in 1804 it was part of the
royal treasure he gave to the
museum he founded in the
former royal palace at the
Louvre.
In 1911. an Italian named
Perugia stole the Mona Lisa
and took her to Italy where
be kept her hidden for two
years. He was quickly
arrested when be tried to
tell the picture, and the
Mona Lisa returned to her
home at the Louvre.
In 1982, she went by ship to

the United States for her
first foreign exhibition. The
352-pound container
specially built for her
journey will be used again to
take her to Japan, but there
will be an additional outer
steel crate to avoid any
variations of pressure
during the flight.
THROUGHOUT the
journey and during her exhibition in Japan, the Mona
Lisa will be kept at the same
temperature, pressure and
humidity as she is
accustomed to in the
Louvre, to avoid the
slightest risk of subtle
changes which could harm
the fragile wood.
The double container is
stuffed with ultra-lightweight insulating material
to make it unsinkable and it
would float to the surface
even if the plane carrying it
plunged into the sea. A
weight of half a ton would be
needed to drag the container
under the water.
Despite all the precautions, the Mona Lisa's
guardians are a little
nervous. "Sending her to
Japan is a really exceptional
gesture of friendship," one
official said. "We will all
breathe easier when she is
safely back borne."

Crime lecture
Dr. Austin T. Turk, an
internationally known
scholar in the field of
conflict and crime, will
present a lecture today
entitled
Political Criminality: Implications for Social Change."
Dr. Turk is a member of
the sociology department at
Indiana University. His
research concerns the legal
system of South Africa.
His talk it at 3 p.m. In the
Alumni Room, Union. Dr.
Turk's visit is jointly sponsored by the Center for
Research on Social Behavior
and the Department of
Sociology.

Creative Arts recital slated
The University Creative Arts Program will hold an
informal recital at 11 a.m. tomorrow, in the Choral Room,
School of Music.
Pianists Yvonne Clinard, Hallie Tonnesen, Catherine
Robb, Karen Cornett. Lisa Jones. Sarah McKee, Mark
Kepke, Nancy Jones, Elliot Jensen, Glenn Baden, Debbie
Smeltxer. Susie Stockwell, Joanie Seitz and Robert Vincent
will perform.
Vocal performances will be by Kathy Newlove, Laurie
Chrisman and Cheryl Thompson.
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Week to include talks, soccer...

Tenth Internat'l week coming
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A Nigerian ambassador's
speech, an international
soccer game and an international dinner are some of the
highlights of the University's tenth annual International Week, April 15 21
His Excellency J. M.
Garba, Nigerian ambassador to the United
States, will speak on
"Nigeria's Role in Africa''
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the
Grand Ballroom. Union
A two-day symposium on
black civilization will be
Included in international
week events. The Tuesday
and Wednesday conference,
sponsored by the Black
African People's Asso
elation, will deal with
eliminating misconceptions
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in American attitudes
toward Africa.
"People still believe
Africans are all savages in
the jungle," said Siyanbola
Bimbo Olagbaju. spokesman
for the group "We are
committed to correct these
views "

to have his hair styled is
welcome.
-Professors from Michigan State University and
this University speaking on
black civilization throughout
the world, 7:30 p.m.. Wednesday, Alumni Room,
Union.

OTHER events in the International Week schedule
include:
-International soccei
match. 4 p.m. tomorrow.
University soccer field
-Poetry reading. 8 p.m.
Monday.
International
Lounge, Williams Hall
- Demonstration of
cornrow braiding al 5:30
p.m. Tuesday. Taft Room.
Union. Anyone who wishes

-SPEECH ON "Race Relations and Economic
Changes in Southeast Asia,"
7 p.m. Thursday. Alumni
Room. Union. The speaker
will be Dr. Norman Parmer
from Ohio University
-Day-long
symposium
Friday on Asia in the Ohio
Suite, Union. A 10:30 a.m.
speech will explore
Buddist Philosophy: The
Mask Dance of Tibet " A
2:30 p.m. speaker will talk
on "Western Misconceptions
aboul Asia "

oph W. Darwal)

Xenia receives aid

Mayor backs Wallace's election
TUSKEGEE, Ala (API The black mayor of
Tuskegee endorsed Gov.
George C Wallace (or reelection yesterday and
predicted that Wallace, once
a symbol of segregationistresistance in the South, will
get more black votes in
Alabama than ever before.
Mayor Johnny Ford, who
has worked closely with
Wallace on governmental
issues, issued a formal
announcement endorsing the

governor He said in an
interview after the
announcement
that
Wallace's aid to predominantly black Tuskegee
has demonstrated his
willingness to "help all the
people, particularly thos
who really need it."
"Our citizens have come
to realize that voting for
people is one way of
assuring that their
community will get at least
its fair share of resources,"

Professor wins
Dr. Albert B. BUnkenship. professor of marketing, has
been re-elected to a second one-year term as secretarytreasurer of the 18.000-member American Marketing
Association.
A specialist in marketing research. Dr Blankenship
joined the University faculty in 1971. He has more than 30
years teaching and marketing experience with some of the
nation's top advertising and marketing firms.
Dr. Blankenship has authored four marketing books and
has published more than SO papers in professional journals.
He is director of research for the Suburban Newspaper
Research Center and is a Fellow of the American Psychological Association and the Academy of Marketing
Science. He is also an editorial board member of the group's
journal.
Dr. Blankenship is a member of the American Board of
Psychology, the Market Research Council in New York and
the United Kingdom's Market Research Society

Ford said. "That's what its
really all about."
Ford, a Democrat, was
elected mayor in early 1972,
after working for the federal
Model Cities program. He
endorsed President Nixon
for re-election because, he
said, the President had

helped Tuskegee get
considerable federal aid.
Ford said he believes
Wallace will carry
Tuskogee. a university town
that was the scene of a
number ol racial demonstrations a decade ago

STILL LOOKING FOR
A PLACE TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER & FALL
IF SO, STOP OUT TO CHERRY
HILL VILLAGE AND SEE WHY WE
HAVE THE BEST APARTMENTS IN
TOWN.

SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL RATES-JUNE 15th
TO AUG. 30th $300.00 FOR
COMPLETE APARTMENT.
"Cablevision Available"
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

Have you considered a career in
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS?
Our two-year program, Master in International Business
Studies, includes intensive language study; in-depth cultural studies; business skills: and a six-months work experience in Lalin America or Europe.

For further information Mnd coupon lo:
Director of International Business Studies
Coltaga ol Business Administration
The University of South Carolina
Columbia South Carolina 29308

Address .
(Paid by SC Partnership Fund)

C4I IAIN
EEEriiEART
Friday. April 19 8pm
Toledo Sports Arena
One Main St. • Toledo. Ohio
Itched 4 50 vi advance, 5 50 the day kl the show available at Toledo
Sports Arena. Central Travel and Ticket Agency. Masonic Auditorium Bo*
Office. Sears rn the WoorMst Ma*. Revelations Clothes. Headquarters.
Gormen's. Hudson's. University of Toledo. F.nders Records and Metamor
phosis Clottiev
I W. /V..,/(„ If,,

\l;lll Hi ./I

853 NAPOLEON RD.
SUITE 5
For info call 352-6248

-Dinner and talent show
at 6 p.m. Sunday, April 21.
First United Methodist
Church. Dinner tickets are
13 and may be purchased at
16 Williams Hall
The weekly coffeehour
Thursday will feature a
special slide presentation in
the International Lounge.
Williams Hall.
All International Week
events except the dinner are
free

Congratulations
to
newly elected

from N. Carolinian
CINCINNATI lAPI - When Joan Sessoms turned on the
evening news last Saturday she didn't think anything could
distract her from the sharp pain of an injured back.
Then the Hope Mills. N.C., woman saw an interview with
a victim ol tornado stricken Xenia. Ohio, got up on her feet
and started the wheels rolling on a four-day clothing drive
that raised 13 boxes of clothing for Xenia residents.
Sessoms. 41, explained yesterday why she started
phoning 10 friends after the news broadcast to begin the
clothing drive:
"I have a cracked spinal disc thai always gives me
trouble.
"Saturday, I made the mistake ol moving one of the small
Irees in our yard, and I was lying on the sofa in pain, feeling
sorry for myself when Ihe 6 30 news came on

-International soccer
game between the University and Toledo University at 11 a m Saturday,
soccer field behind Ice
Arena. Flea market from
noon 5 p.m., McDonald
Cafeteria Film "The Battle
of Algiers," 7:30 p.m..
Grand Ballroom. Union.

Black Student Union
Executive Council
Oliver Draper

"THE NEWS was about Xenia ana the tornadoes They
showed a heavyset man with stitches down one side of his
face. He was saying, "Everything I've built up in my life is
gone, my family is gone, my home is gone, this is all 1 have
left."

Jerri Harris
Gerald Greenwade
Eric McClinton

YOU NAME IT,
WE'VE GOT

Vivian Phillips
Milton Wilkes

PREFERRED PROPERTIES

James Williamson

Houses & Apartments
For Rent

/ tow you '"< U'I.II WKI .ire
hat 1 love you yet more Un
wh.it MM .ire KO/njJ In bv .

i
*

13IL

FOR SUMMER & FALL
FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.

/iw

"Cablevision Available"

-^fe^fli ■M-jf

/

FOR INFORMATION
CALL - 352-9378
10-5 DAILY

HOURS 9-13, 1-5 M0N-FRI SAT 1-5

^^^^

SIGMA CHI
CONGRATULATIONS TO
OUR NEW OFFICERS
Consul - Scott Perz
Pro Consul - Tom Mahle
Annotator • Pete Kontos
Quaestor - Jim Berning
Asst. Quaestor - Craig Allen
Social - Mark Kotsatos
P.R. - Rob Harbottle
Tribune - Tom Miller
Editor ■ Don Parker
Ritual • Bill Meyers
Historian • Tom Shambo
Rush - Tom Shambo
Magister - Chuck Kowal
Asst. Magister - Joe Kochis
Athletics - Dave Macaulay
Scholarship - Frank Copeland
House Mgr. - Ron Schueltz
IFC - Bruce Bachtel
Derby Day - Kirby Ortiz
"GET HIGH FOR SPRING!"
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Worldparts
unlocks the /
foreign Legion.
•">

'«i

Attention members ol America's Foreign Legion ol Import car
owners Worldparts has Ihe key lo all your maintenance and
service problems We have quality-made replacement parts
(or your Import cars And we can recommend nearby dealers
and garages to do the work Parts and service That's what
Worldparts is all about. It you're a member ol the Foreign
Legion stop In and see us We've got the key" to worry-free
driving.

Chosen hut OTH V «in<l < hetisl.e(l orewr.
yourenftajtemenl and wedding rin^S will reflect your low
in their brilliance and beauty. M.ippil vou < 'in < noose
Keepsake with (omplctc i onfident v
because tin- guarantee assures pertec < laritt
(iri't

IM'

i tit .Hill riin\

white color. There is
no finer diamond rin^.

ifl
™

Keepsake
• M -« A

WHLDBRIS

Auto Part* to' imports ■ Division o' Maiemoni Co*po*otion
rntft PfiTTOTI - Offl - VOlVO - VTOCIDB IMG - flftl - TfUMfi
■ C.AKl • COeSCK • SAAB - J*(A»*P • BMW - AUDI • ClNTO ■ ((NOWl PAR''
we're heodquaners to' woridpom - can ui tor o service expert near vou

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT ANO WEDDING
Send new 20 pq booklet Planning You'Engage rrieni and Wedding plus
lull color lolder ant) 44 pg Bode t Booh gill olfe •II lot only 2W
IF.

Exclusively At:

Bob Goldman's
Car Parts
525 Peart St 353-5861
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KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. BOX 90. SYRACUSE. N Y 13201
Find your KpppMhej -*••*'••» M •*• Vono* pogot o- M
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Data bonks-ioo much knowledge ?
COLUMBUS (API - The
college streaker of today
could be surprised In a Job
interview a lew years from
now when a computer blurts
out that he was once
arrested for a sex offense.
Taking off your clothes in
public, under Ohio law. goes
In the sex offense category.
And computers, according
to Sen Stanley J. Aronoff
(R-7 Cincinnati! have long
memories.
Aronoff is authorizing a

bill that, among other
things, would give an Individual the right to determine
If confidential information
given in an interview can be
transferred toother sources.
The individual also would
be allowed to correct his
information already on file
Aronoff was on a select
federal committee that
studied the excesses of
computerized data.
"PEOPLE just don't
realize how information

Energy control
system proposed
A computerized electrical
energy management system
which "can easily slice off
5200 mil in electric bills a
year.'' is being proposed for
the University by Charles
Codding, assistant director
of building and facilities.
Codding
made the
proposal yesterday before
the Campus Task Force on
Energy Conservation Installation of the system, an
IBM 7 Power Management
Porgram.
should considerably ieduce our peak
demand
loads,"
said
Codding
City Utilities bases the
electric bill it charges the
I

—

University on the highest
usage peak metered during
the course of the month
regardless of drops in usage,
according to Codding
"The system reduces
energy consumption at peak
periods of the day by automatically cutting electrical
flow.'' he said Reductions
in the peaks "thereby effect
substantial savings in our
electric
bill,'' Codding
added.
"We hope to flatten out
the fluctuation of the
demand schedule of the
electric
system,"
said
Codding.
Dr. Jerry Crandall. associate professor of physics,
suggested the system be
shut down "during times
when energy consumption
would be low anyhow so we
don't fill the valleys with
peaks."
IBM can lease their
system to the University for
$1,320 per month, according
to Codding, with an additional $1,000 for installation
of the central system.
Cost of installation of
monitoring units in campus
buildings is $20 per unit
initially, the University
will monitor 19 points on
campus, all in academic
buildings." said Codding.

they have given in good faith
has been sold, transferred
and distributed to computer
banks around the country,"
Aronoff laid.
Aronoff said testimony
before the federal study
group brought to light the
fact that an underworld
figure walked into the home
of a Vietnam War veteran
and offered him 110,000 to
assassinate a rival.
"Somehow he had gained
access to supposedly con
fideniial records and knew
In detail the veteran's
record as a marksman and
how many kills he had made
in each mission." Aronoff
said
An Ohio policeman who
arrests a speeder may think
he has a hardened criminal
If he radios the national
computer center and finds
out the man has a felony
record in Connecticut.

WASHINGTON (API The Federal Trade Commission
(FTC)
moved
against a string of Midwestern truck driver schools
yesterday,
alleging they
have taken up to $895 apiece
from men who thought they
were applying for on-lhe job
training.
The proposed complaints
and orders would require the
schools to stop representing
that they are offering
employment and would
require them to give back
any money they have gained
through deception.
The move represents an
expansion of an FTC effort
which has already led to
complaints against three
computer
and
data
processing school operations
and on $80,000 educational
campaign
initiated
in
August intended to steer
people away from worthless
vocational courses.
Joseph Clark, an Indiana

Tickets are on sale at the Union Ticket Office for the
premier of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," an opera composed
by Dr. Wallace DePue, associate professor of composition
and music theory
Student tickets are $2.50 and adult tickets are $4 and $5 for
the performance at 8 p.m. Friday April 25
Tickets for the performance at 8 p.m. Saturday. April 26,
are $2.50 for students and $5 for adults.

• .i lililcttlM proicclion wilh
tampons on hcuv) flow day.
• .i highl) sbwbcnl hut -null.
'Iim. no *lio» p.ul to Mcir «ilh
light jtf.m.
• f,»: lapwing on and taptrini
oft day*

Sloppy work on the part of
police, prosecutors, county
clerks and others also have a
way of turning up on
computer read-outs.

correct his record.
The bill would also set up
a code of ethics for data
bank operators and provide
penalties for unethical
operations.

"MANY persons charged
with a violation are not
convicted," Aronoff noted,
"but too many times the file
isn't updated from the time
of the arrest. Often dismissals and acquittals are
ignored and the arrest is put
on computer tape."
Aronoff's bill, being heard
by the Senate Financial Institutions, Insurance and
Elections Committee be
chairs, is known as the
"Code of Fair Information
Practices."
It would establish consent
as the trigger for personal
information to be stored in a
computer or be transferred
to another data bank. Every
citizen would get ths right to

"Lest we think that arrest
records are the concern only
of hardened criminals and

APPEARING ...
at the ^gyifl^ &VU*
1550E.WOOSTERST.
BOWLING GREEN

private school accreditation
official who has been
battling schools listed in the
commission
complaints.
said. "The Federal Trade
Commission is, as usual, too
late."
CLARK SAID World Wide
Systems, Inc., and other
schools operated out of Indianapolis by Steven L.
Bradshaw have closed.
Clark
estimated
the
operation covered 43 states
and took in $2 million while
it lasted
Bradshaw, his brother
John, and one other
associate were in the fourth
day of trial on federal mail
fraud charges in Indianapolis. Nine people have
pleaded guilty.
In addition to citing the
Bradshaw operations, the
four
separate
FTC
complaints also named
Nationwide Heavy Equipment Training Service. Inc.,
of Strunk, Ky ; Tri-State
Driver Training. Inc., of
Middletown,
Ohio,
and
Diesel Truck Drivers Training School, Inc., of Sun
Prairie, Wis.
The complaints were
virtual carbon copies, citing
advertisements run in "Help
Wanted" columns with such
inducements as "Diesel
Semi-Drivers,
75 men
wanted" and "Semi-Drivers
Needed, On the Job Type
Training...''
IN THE Indianapolis mail
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fraud case, the Bradshaws
are accused of sending men
who answered the ads that
looked like a job application
and asking for $195 to cover
bonding and other items.
After sending in the $195.
according to the charges,
the men were sent an
enrollment agreement and
asked to pay another $700.
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STRAIGHT FROM
DAYTON

DON'T FORGET

HAPPY HOURS
3-6
MONDAY - FRIDAY

PAUL
NEWMAN
ROBERT
REDFORD
ROBERT
SHAW
AGCOOGt QOVrtXitiM

"THE ST//VC"
HCMCnol- aimttutPC'iM PO

charged with a crime
although a majority of the
cases never make it to
court."
He said his bUl would be a
beginning to make the world
of records safe for
computers.
"After all," be said, "it's
only 11 years until 1984.''
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

Girl's used bicycle
wanted. Csll 352-7181.

Friday, AprU 12.1174
Tbe BGSU Power Volleyball Team will host Earlhun
College tonight at 7:10 p.m. la a best of five game
match in Anderson Arena. Free and open to tbe
public.
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS. Open photography
lab for all Interested members of tbe campus
community, YOU must supply your own pbotograpiuc
paper A fee of 1.90 will cover tbe cost of chemicals
each session. Room 232 Technology Building
Wednesdsys 2 p.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturdays 10 p.m. to
4 p.m.
MANUFACTURING LABORATORY. Shop faculties
such ss woodworking, metalworklng, equipment, etc.
will be open to all students for independent work.
Mi;st provide own materials and safety glasses with
sloe shields. Friday ( p.m. - 10 p.m. and Saturday t
a.m. - 2p.m. Rm. U4Technology Building.

There will be a Womens track meet today at Ohio
State beginning at 10a.m.
Sunday, April It. Wl
United Christian Fellowship will bold Contemporary
Worship Services today at U am in the Chapel of the
UCF Center, 213 Tburstln.
The BGSU Sailing Club will meet tonight at 7 p.m. In
201 Hayes Hall.
LQ8T AND FOUND
Lost: During end of wtr.
qtr
womsa's silver
watch with mesh band.
372-Mlt
MELP WANTED
Wanted: Gays k Gala for
nlte work Must be $1 or
older Inquire at C.I.
between 10 a.m. A 3 p.m.
Call3a4-7tt» or 351-5310
Babysitter, 1 or 1 shifting
afternoons per week.
Sbou'.d have own trsneport.tlon J72-2U1 or S544423
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There will be a Womens Tennis Match this morning at
10 am at Ohio Wesleyan with Ohio Wesleyan and
Ohio University
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•UIAN KB. HATTYS

STATISTICS indicate, he
said, that "a substantial percentage" of persons under
25 have been arrested and

-. I

ACMMS
I Oat. or Brit.

Tbe Crypt Coffeehouse. Live entertainment, refreshments. Free and open to all. Bring your friends
Tonight from > to 12 p.m. in tbe basement of the UCF
Center, J1S Thurs tin

Tuesday - Saturday

occasional unlucky innocent
Individuals, we should
realize that we may be
talking about any of our
children." Aronoff said.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Drivers' schools checked

DePue opera tickets available

Security is:

HE MAY not be."
Aronoff said. "In Connecticut, speeding is a felony and
that's the word it will give
out-just like sex offense for
a convicted Ohio streaker."
Often, Aronoff said, "raw
data maybe gossip from a
neighbor who doesn't like
you makes its way on
computer tapes and is
treated as fact by somebody
getting a read-out on your
character."
A New York resident recently had his auto insurance abruptly canceled
It turned out that it was
because of his son's long
hair.
"A neighbor didn't like
long hair and she felt that
boys who wore it were marijuana users," Aronoff said.
"So she figured he was, too,
although no evidence ever
surfaced to prove the accusation."

Girls wanted for summer
service station help.
Uniforms tarn. Call 655W ANTED
Female seeds apt.
kmmed. close to campus.
Call 3M-7m.
1 m to share apartment
for 74-"75 school yr.
sao/mo. DEPOSIT PAID
FOR Steve. 2-1555 after
Up.m.orKev.l-tasT.
1 f. roommates needed
Fall qaar IB/monlh.
Call 3714*71

Part time work available, anyone may apply.
No eapsrieace necessary Job involve! operating production equipment. Contact Steve
Sawiin, 371-10111.

1 male rmsnt to share 1
harm, apt for U74-7S
year. Call as-

Street talesman to sell
EXIT MAGAZINE.

A seed, portable manual
Ijpsai Hi ssgoodcoaditJsa$»4U«.

Sit into concerts free.
or into call 353-sTn.
Pint makers and delivery people wasted.
Apply la person to
PagUal-s. MM South
Mala St

Tator far Adv. Statistics
SM Good pay Call 371
—oral II.

losssg my sight Need
driver from MMoa.-Frl.
Call aM-7141 alter 4.
Keyboard or guitarist for
I grp Call HMS15

r4

Male to share 5 room
(urn apt. 1 block from
campus. Appros. $70 includes all utilities. Call
Toledo. 686-3180 for
appointment
Fern, roomie Immediately at Cherry Hill 3510170.
7 yrs. eip bass player
seeking now working
band. 352-5508

mittee. Yoa have our
vote! Love, your littles,
Robin and Bev.
Marv. Ya know. I kind of
like you. Happy 1st Year.
Love. Vai.
Register for free sport
cost at Oxford House,
Campus Clothier. Thur .
Fri . or Sat. Drawing
Sat. at 5 p.m. Check our
super sale too!
Tbe sale is on at the
Oxford House. 51$ E.
Wooster St BGO. Don't
miss It

asking (15M or best
offer Like new Call 3510658 ask for Terry, after
5 p.m.
FOR RENT
Greenview Apartments
now signing leases for
summer. Special rates 1
it 2 bedroom and efficiencies Call between
12-4 p.m. 351-1115
Apts. in houses for 3 or 4
students Phone 352-9302
•from 1-5 or 3527365
evenings.

Senior Portraits CALL
HAGER STUDIO

Tapestries,
wedding
bands, many other items.
Vatan'a. 10» N Main.

Efficiency apt. for rent
avail, from June 10 to
Sept 1 (150 total 35201M,5to7p.m.

Typing - papers, theses,
dies. $51-4331 after 1 p.m.

Store wide sale. 1040%
off. VaUns, 108 N Main

1 bdrm
apt.
Immed 352-WM.

Abortion Information
Service. Cliic very close
to area. 1-14 week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist. Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle. Call
collect M hour service.
114-431-1567 ,

FOR SALE

Now Renting For Fall
Qtr. Furn 1 bad.. 1
baths, (125 mo. 1 occupants. $240 mo. 4 occupants. 1 bed. furn., 1
adults $170 mo. Prices
are for a 9 mo lease,
heat k water turn., lower
prices for 1 year lease.
Call for our low summer
rates and inspection 352
4394 or 1-893-W42 collect.

SERVICES OFFERED

INTERESTED IN NOFRILLS LOW-COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe, The
Middle East, Tbe Far
East. Africa, or practically anywhere? EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
can help you find the
least expensive way for
getting where you went
to go. Phone us toll-free,
M hours a day, at ((Ml
Need to talk? Decisions?
Call us at EMPA for
Pregnancy Aid. 352-4234
M11-1;TWR6.S0-S 30. F

»*

ABORTIONS: For free
Information and referral,
call AFP 1 O a BOB
profit organisation at
20217*5-1077

'*» Caprice Full power 4
A.C.H4-l«Haitcr5
750-four Honda (1971).
custom pipes and rack:
lots of miles: asking
$1400. but will bargain
Pease call Dean Billman
at 372-54(5
Cover
included.
1(71 Toyota Corolla.
Clean. 354-7755.
Girls bike coaster brake.
Excellent condition. Best
offer CalHTHMl.
Lloyd's stereo system
BSR turntable, air suspension speakers. $1M
firm. 351-7777.
S3 Ford Falrlane Needs
lots of work. Asking (50
Call Cheri, 352-4142.
M VW Fstbek. New
engine, good coed. Call 25S66
'45 convertible Mustang.
Excellent shape Call
372-gM
AKC Siberian Husky
peps. Black a white, blue
eyes, wormed 4 shots.'

PERSONALS
The Brothers of Delta
Upsiloe would like to
thank the Sisters of
Gamma Phi Beta for a
dynamite tea.
AX's thank those PmiTas,
farmers" for a great
tea
AX'S congratulate
Laurie and Jeff on their
AX-AEPIlavaliertag.

Vivitar Zoom lens
mm. (125 Larry. 2-2003
Turntable,
with
speakers. ( track tape
and AM/FM radio. 351K55.
'47 Dodge Vac. MM. Call
251 MM. Leave massage
for Bill.
10x50 Mobile Home la
goodcoaditlea(5»lTM.

Baa Stauoa Carry Oat
Next to Hydraulic Rm.

Siberian Haaky puppies.
* weeks old 363-3911

Jerri. Congratulations on
making Steering Com-

Farfisa Professional
organ with Leslie amplifier - wa

avail.

SUMMER RENTALS Furnished 2 bedroom sir
conditioned apt*. 1 blocks
from center of campus
Available Jane 15 - Aug.
11. Low summer rates BG APARTMENTS (M(22 Second St. Ph. 3530115
Apt. to sublet: 1 bdrm.:
married couple or 1 f.
(120 Inc. utilities 3520106.
1 bedroom, air conditioned, carpeted,
downtown, June 1. 35277(3.
Apartment to sablet
spring quarter. 2 males.
(46 mo. For information
caU 1514371.
Nice 1 bed. apts. far 4
students. Fore., s/c.
Summer k fall rentals
with • mo. leases and
special summer rates.
Buff ApU 1470 and 14(0
Clou|h. Call 154-7541 or
153-3143 for information.
Apartment to aablet
spring quarter. 1 barms.,
iv* baths MS mo. For
Inf onnauon call SM-SHi.
APARTMENTS
RENT 2(3-4(71.

TO

Summer k next school
year. l. 2. 3 bedroom
apts and houses. (71-

FrkUy, April 12, 1*74, Ttw 10 Newt/Pe^e 7

Meir resigns, pledges
to honor commitments
JERUSALEM i API- T»remier Golda Meir announced
her 'resignation yesterday
before a packed parliament
and pledged that Israel
would continue to seek
peace and honor its international commitments.
She warned the Arab
states, however, that
Israel's army is deployed
••«i always and ready to
fulfill its task "
The special Knesset
session was originally called
to debate the causes of
Israel's unpreparedness at
the start of last October's
Middle East war But
Meir, who looked tired and
pale, took the opportunity to
formally announce her
resignation Earlier, she had
formally notified President
Ephraim Katzir
The premier, who will be
76 on May 3. said she had
resigned because the public*
unrest that developed
following the war "should
not be ignored." She said the
unrest is perhaps natural
and certainly legitimate,''
and added
"I REACHED the conclu
sion that the public should
be given the opportunity to
reassess" its political
preferences.
The unrest was apparent
outside the Knesset, where
several thousand Israelis
massed in a peaceful antigovernmenl demonstration
Meir will stay on until a
new government is formed
or until new general
elections She promised that
her interim regime would
continue to fulfill its
functions to the utmost and
with complete authority.''
She
said
Israeli
ambassadors had been
instructed to tell their host
governments that Israel
would "continue to seek
peace, and would see

through
its
obligations "

other

Meir appeared to be
reassuring the United States
that Israel still was
committed to reaching an
agreement on the separation
of forces along the Golan
Heights front lines with
Syria
SHE ALSO described
yesterday's Arab guerrilla

attack on Qiryat Shmonah as
the worst attack by Arab
infiltrators in Israel's
history and warned Lebanon
that it shared responsibility.

Firemen
search
through the wrftkojt
Uttering the bank of
the Delaware liver
fallowing an •*pletien and Are en a
wreak all former HI
Philadelphia Tuesday
night.
The
Coast
Guard it seeking eight
mkiing persons. So
tor, one parson ss
dead and 24 wora inlured or treated for
burnt. (APWhophoto)

The crisis that led to
Meir's resignation was
sparked originally by a
report of an official highlevel panel trying to fix the
blame for Israel's unpreparedness at the start of last
October's Mideast war.

Bill passage faces
Easter break block
WASHINGTON tAPI The House unanimously
passed a substitute to the
Senate's disaster relief bill
yesterday, killing any
chance for final passage
before a 10-day Easter
recess.
The substitute was
introduced by Rep. John
Blatnik (D Minn,), who said
the House was unprepared
to act on a measure that
passed the Senate only a day
earlier.
Before adjourning for the
recess. The House appointed
conferees to work out
differences between the bills
with the Senate
The Senate unanimously
passed the bill on Wednesday and sent it to the
House in hopes it would be
passed and signed into law
by the weekend.
Backers sought quick
passage because of the
tornadoes that devastated
parts of the South and
Midwest last week
THE HOUSE action,
however, delayed final
passage at least until April
22
when
Congress
reconvenes

The House bill differs
from the Senate measure in
two areas It adds mudslides
to the list of disasters whose
victims are qualified for
federal aid

Eighteen die in early morning raid
QIRYAT SHMONAH.
Israel (API - Thrtv Arab
terrorists raided this Israeli
border town as its
inhabitants were rising from
their beds yesterday and
killed 18 men* women and
children with bursts of
submachine-gun fire and
rocket grenades Another 15
persons were reported
wounded.
Officials said most of the
dead were children The
Arabs died in an explosion
inside a four-story
apartment building they had
seized.
"They were throwing
children from the top floor
of the building."' a local
police officer said.
A Palestinian commando
organization in Lebanon said
Arabs were on a suicide
mission to enforce demands

for the release of Arab
guerrillas held by Israel.
Israeli officials said they
had received no such
demand from the guerrillas
PREMIER GOLDA Meir.
speaking in the parliament
in Jerusalem, termed the
attack "murder for the sake
of murder'' and said Israel
would hold Lebanon
responsible because
Palestinian guerrillas are
based there.
The raiders slipped across
the border of Lebanon, about
a mile away, with three
other Arabs who burst into a
school, but found it empty
because ol the Jewish holy
season of Passover
Officials said these three
escaped back across the
mountainous border.
Israeli officials described

the attack as the worst of its
kind in the war that Arab
guerrillas have been
carrying out against Israel
throughout it's 26-year
history. It was the worst
terrorist strike inside Israel
since the attack on Tel
Aviv's Lod airport two years
ago.
Police here said the three
Arabs blew themselves up
with explosives they were
carrying as Israeli security
forces moved in on them in
the apartment building But
the Israeli military
command in Tel Aviv said
gunfire from security forces
set off the explosives.
IN JERUSALEM. Meir.
who is stepping down as
premier, announced the
casualties as 33 dead or

wounded. She added that
eight of the dead were
children, five were women
and the remainder were
men She identified the
wounded as five civilians,
seven policemen and three
soldiers. The soldiers and
policemen were hit while
storming the apartment
building, she said
Only two hours after she
officially announced her
resignation. Meir issued an
indirect warning to Lebanon
for harboring Arab
guerrillas and said the
raiders were "not warriors
of liberation but people who
came just to murder The
killing of children, women
and innocent civilians is
murder for the sake of
murder...
"The government of

Lebanon must know that we
regard it. and residents of
Lebanon who help the
terrorists, as responsible for
this act."
In the Lebanese capital of
Beirut, a Palestinian
splinter group, the Popular
Front for the Liberation of
Palestine-General Command,
claimed
responsibility for the raid
and said it was a suicide
mission to demand the
release of 100 Arab
guerrillas jailed in Israel. It
also said it was to free Kozo
Okamoto. the lone Japanese
survivor of the May 1972
massacre of 26 victims at
Lod airport
BUT MEIR READ to

Parliament a leaflet left by
the dead terrorists which
made no mention of
Okamoto or freeing
guerrillas.
The Israeli premier
quoted the leaflet as
denouncing Israel for
"expelling the people of
Palestine in a Nazi-like
way. .
"We are sorry to talk in
the language of weapons but
we have found no listening
ear for our just demands," it
said, accusing Israel of
racism and dispossessing
the Arabs. Meir said it was
signed by Popular FrontGeneral Command.
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KSU investigation costs $539,000
AKRON i AP i - Estimates
by the Civil Rights Division,
the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the U.S
Marshal's office in
Cleveland indicate the
Justice Department has
spent more than 1538.000 on
its investigation of the 1970
Kent State University
shootings
The figures, which are
rounded off. do not include
the Civil Rights Division's
costs for an earlier probe
concluded in 1971. Justice
Department officials said.
The investigation begun
last August culminated
March 29 in indictment of
eight former Ohio National
Guardsmen by a federal
grand jury The guardsmen
were charged with assaulting, intimidating and otherwise violating the civil
rights of the four students
killed and the nine wounded
The Civil Rights Division
estimated it spent (110.400 in
general expenses and 180.000
for personnel expenses. Of

the general
S63.750 went for
servreeerJJMW
equipment and
$22,400 for travel

expenses.
consultant
for rent of
space and

THE $80,066 in personnel
expenses was estimated by
Knight Newspapers who
computed the salaries of
those working on the case
from Justice Department
information. The total
reflects fringe benefits and
base salaries for eight
months.
The FBI reported
spending $274,100 in the
earlier probe and $38,300 in
the latest phase for a total of
$312,400. Most of the costs
were manpower, the agency
said.

mile or a plane ticket if the
distance was long Another
$400- was spent' detiveris*
subpoenas
A Justice Department
spokesman in Washington
D. C. said if first-phase
costs were included, the
total might soar past
$700,000.
Ohio also may incur a substantial cost resulting from

the federal investigation. A
controversy is raging over
whether the state should pay
the cost of defending the
guardsmen
ATTY. GEN. William J.
Brown has maintained his
office will not defend any
public employee indicted on
a criminal charge. His office
reaffirmed that stand
Wednesday

As low as '1.59

JOIN US IN REJOICING!
Easter Sunday Worship - II a.m.
Sunday School & Bible Clin ■ 9 «.m

Imagine, your choke of four tantalizing spaghetti dinners, including our Roman Salad Bar where you build
il yourself (as much as you want), an oven-warm garlic roll, and fancy Parmesan cheese!

252 S. Main St., Bowling Qreen

Seatiy Were* It* a* - Satrr SdNet mi l*4r Cuu »:00 •*

SKYJACKED
Friday & Saturday, April 12 & 13

6:00, 8:15, 10:30

210 Math-Science
FREE
with ID

John Alan Krueger, Pastor
805 Klotz Road, Phone 352-3545
Or Call CHRISTLINE, 352-0379

NOW PLAYING
EVE. AT 7:30-9:30
SAT.-SUN. MAT. 2 P.M.

GUARANTEED FUN!
Lii

VLRZINQ
SADDLES
M —■ rz-rrrr.o/i'
*

WM

OPEN FRI.-SAT.
SUN. ONLY
OPEN 7:30 - SHOW 8:15

He's a
GOOD COR..
Ona
BIG BIKE...
Ona
BAD ROAD

BETA LITTLE SIS RUSH
APRIL 17th from 7-9
at the

BETA THETA PI HOUSE

®

For personal counsel see

Mel Brooks'

Charlton Heston
Yvette Mimieux
James Brolin and
Roosevelt Gner in

The Spaghetti Bowl

JESUS CHRIST IS RISENI

CHRIST THE SAVIOR EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH

The U.S. Marshal's office
reported $36,410 was spent
for per diem
and
transportation reimbursement for grand jurors and
witnesses. Robert Wagoner
said jurors and witnesses
got $20 a day and 10 cents a

UAO CAMPUS MOVIE

Sunday Feature...

A JAMES WUJAM GUBOO - RUPEHT HTTOG Prooicw
■Urnng ROBERT BLAKE BILLY (GREEN) BUSH

1616 E. Wooiter In The Stadium Plaxa

The Brothers Of

DELTA UPSILON
would like to congratulate
their newly elected officers
They Are:
Pres. - Rick Cain
Exec. Vice Pres. • Scott Bailey
Admin. V.P. - Don Goga
Treasurer • Keith Common
Asst. Treasurer - Craig Hoftyzer
Secretary - Dave Compton
Corres. Sec. - Steve Latham
Chapter Relations - Greg Cook
Pledgemaster • James Frick
Asst. Pledgemaster - Bob Germinder
Historian • Ron Litug
House Chairman • Eddie Fahoury
IFC ■ Eddie Fahoury
Sgt.-At-Arms - Brian Pickering
Ath. Chair. - Ron Litra
H.W. - Matt Hansen

2nd GREAT ACTION HIT

FOR RIDES CALL 352-4145
OR 372-0313
ALL INTERESTED GIRLS WELCOME

Congratulations to the
old officers
for a job well done!

»' "if TOLF.DO
SPORTS ARENA
One Main Street
Toledo, Ohio

Diamond men to feature
'spring cleaning drive'
By Mark Glover
Aliistant Sporti Editor
Two competition-starved baseball clubs will collide headon today at Warren E Steller field to battle in a doubleheader.
The Falcon nine " 8-4 > will host the Ohio Northern crew
with the first game at II am while the second encounter is
scheduled (or 3 p m The contests promise to offer more
excitement than usual since both coaches will play most of
their players to give them much needed work
Ohio Northern and BG have been in the same unfortunate
boat for the past couple of weeks-neither team has played
Both squads had five of their games canceled due to bad
weather during this time
CONSEQUENTLY, the two clubs need the work to
prepare for the more demanding parts of their schedules
This is especially true in the Falcons' case as they play
powerful Michigan University and defending Mid-American
Conference I MAC i champion Miami next week
Ohio Northern will probably throw a host ol ballplayers
into the twin-bill in preparation for a tough Ohio Conference
slate in future months This action adds up to an interesting
matchup and a scorekeeper's nightmare
Speaking about the long layoff between games, Falcon
mentor Don Purvis said "it hasn't helped us any "
"We need to play," added the coach Guaranteed to see
action in the "spring clearance drive"' will be the pitchers.
Of all the team's units, the pitching staff is hindered the
most from a lack of game competition Purvis, well aware
of this, intends to use two or three pitchers in each game
today

THE BG leader said the rotation will give his hurlers a
chance to loosen their arms in a game and prepare them for
next week's rough going against some heavyweight
competition.
Leading the Falcon's assault from the mound will be Kip
Young and Oan Hebel The two right-handers, who sport 3-0
marks, will get a good chance to limber up in hopes of
knocking off Ohio Northern in addition to psyching up for the
following week-a week where their services will be
valuable
Jim Joyce, Art Schoene, Ric Richmond. Romie
Schwieterman, Mike Frilling and Mike Hale also should see
mound action.
Third baseman Joe Meyer and leftfielder Dick Selgo will
lead the offensive attack for the Falcons. Both have sported
hot bats in the early going along with designated-hitter Gary
Turner, who caught fire in the doubleheader with Dayton
University last week.
ALSO attempting to get a tune-up after the layoff will be
the defense This aspect of the BG attack has been
impressive to date, especially in the double play department
anchored by team captain Gary Haas at shortstop.
Today's games with Ohio Northern will be the initial
meeting of the two clubs since coach Purvis came to Falconland two years ago. For this reason, the BG mentor is
unsure about what to expect from the Ohio Conference foe
What Falcon baseball enthusiasts can be sure of is that
plenty of orange and brown uniforms will be in the lineup
today

Central poses challenge
to struggling tracksters
By Dave Fulicher
The Falcon thinclads will
meet their toughest opponent to date when they
host Central Michigan for a
12:30 p.m home opener
tomorrow
Even
though
the
Chippewas are stronger than
Bowling Greens previous
foes, coach Mel Brodt is
optimistic about the meet's
outcome
"Central Michigan seems
to be in the same position as
we are-strong in some

areas and ineffective in
others,"' Brodt said
Our
most obvious weaknesses
are in the javelin, discus,
shot put and hammer
thorw," he said "Central
Michigan is stronger in
these events just by the
large number of people they
have competing in them."
Several shot-putters were
lost to spring football but
are expected to join the
spikers when drills are
completed in early May. For
now. freshman Tom Steele
is the best bet to score in the

discus and shot-put
THE SPIKERS lost to
Central Michigan by five
points during the winter
indoor circuit Indoor meets
don't include the javelin,
discus or hammer throw.
Central
Michigan's
dominance in these events
outdoors could prove to be
the
Falcons'
undoing
tomorrow
However.
Brodt
is
confident
that strong
running performances can
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offset Central's gains
Don Sec and Ron Taylor
could dominate the quarter
mile because of Central's
weak
Held
Craig
MacDonald. Bruce Vermilyca and Tim Zumbaugh
will go against Central's
distance aces

Safe

Golfers participate at Ashland
By Dick Rees
Staff Writer
All
indications point
towards a successful week
end for the Falcon golf team
which will participate in the
Ashland
Invitational at
Ashland College
Experience-wise, the
Falcons are in great shape
Six ol the seven goiters who

have competed in tournaments for BG this year
have playing experience on
the Ashland links The group
includes freshman Jim
Decker who has performed
on the course in amateur
tournaments
INDIVIDUAL
perfor
injures also point towards
the Falcons' favor Mark

Cleveland provides 'breather' for stickers
By Pete Englehart
They'll still be playing for
keeps and victory no 4, but
the Falcon lacrosse team
will have an "off" day when
they host the Cleveland
Lacrosse Club tomorrow at
2 p.m. at Doyt L Perrv
Field
For
the undefeated
stickers, whose 2-0 slate in
the Midwest Lacrosse Association iMLAi ties them
with Ohio Wesleyan for the
loop lead, the Cleveland

contest may be taken too
lightly as archrival Denison
looms ahead the following
weekend
Falcon coach Mickey
Cochrane hopes not
"IF WE start thinking
about Denison too early, we
could get surprised this
weekend." he said
"They may have the
people who are capable of an
upset. 1 don't know I just
want our guys to be thinking

about one game at a time,"
he said,
remembering
Cleveland's 11-10 win in 1968
Although a club team, the
Cleveland squad is led by
several players with
outstanding
collegiate
careers
Delensemen Pete Dorosko
from the University of
Virginia and Dave Mellon, a
Cornell graduate, will try to
put the clamps on the potent
Falcon offense that has
tallied 30 goals in three

games.
Cleveland, which started
the season with a 5-3 loss to
the Pittsburgh
Lacrosse
Club, will be led on the
midfields by
faceoff
specialist Joe Horn, who
coached Ohio Wesleyan last
year, and Jim McClain. a
Wittenberg graduate

"We'll have to play our type
of game and not Mickey's."
In tomorrow's till, the
stickmen will be looking to
move up from the 15th spot
they occupied in this week's
United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association's
(USILAl national poll

HOWEVER,
Cleveland
coach Dick Shanklin is
aware of the Falcon prowessand what his squad must do
to beat BG

Helurning from the
training room table will be
defenseman Cliff Holland
who missed action in wins
over league foes Wittenberg
and Wooster.

"We'll have to play ball
control because a college
team will just run us to
death. " Shanklin said.

Verne Zabek. the league's
top assist artist, leads the
Falcon scoring punch with
seven goals and six assists.

Tennis action
They'll be firing tennis balls from both sides of the lines
this weekend as both the Falcon men's and women's teams
swing into action
The men. who stand 2-6 on the season, are coming off a 9-0
win over Case Western Reserve Wednesday. They host MidAmerican Conference rival Eastern Michigan at 2 p.m
today at the Ice Arena Courts.
The women make their 1974 debut at 10 am tomorrow
when they travel to Ohio Wesleyan for a double bill with
OWU and Ohio University.

f*
,
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Midfielder Tony "Mario" Vaccore jockeys the ball In on
attempt to escape two Wittenberg defender!. The Falcons will
pu• thek 3-0 record on the line tomorrow at homo ogainit the
Cleveland lacrosse Club The game will bo at Doyt L Perry
Field, starting at 1 p.m. (Newipheto by Carl Said)

Falcon UfrficlcUr Dick S«lgo scramble! safely back fe first bat* in earlier season
action against Dayton Selgo and his ••animates will attempt to improve upon
their six-game winning streak this afternoon when the diamondmon take on
Ohio Northern in a home doubleheader. (Newtphoto by Josoph Glick)

Parks said the starting line-up will be Amy Smith. Janet
Wonderleigh. Amy Longley and Cathy Bardy
"In doubles, we'll go with Judy Jeanette and Jonalee
Wiandt in one match and Sue Rupert and Debi Friesner.
she added
The men's ledger is starting to become consistent. Rich
Herbst's win at lirst singles Wednesday along with Larry
Dister's at the second spot breaks two long personal losing
streaks
After wining his first match in February, Herbst lost six
matches until this week, while Dister earned his initial
victory of the year Wednesday, after six setbacks
Doug Dennis upped his singles mark to 5-1 with a victory
over his Case opponent, and captain Tim Hoover raised his
season mark to 4 4 and his doubles mark to 7-1, teaming with
Tim Howell Wednesday.
Casey Daganhardt and Rob Dowling, two-thirds of the
freshman starting gang, are coming off impressive wins
against Case Daganhardt has won his last two matches over
Northern Illinois and Case, while Dowling, who ranks
second on the team in singles victories with five, raised his
record to 5-3.--G ARFIELD

McConnell finished third
among
individuals
last
season, two strokes behind
the tourney s medalist
Ken Waiters was fifth last
season while sophomores
John Stewart and Steve
Mossing had respectable
scores last year
In addition to BG. the
Ashland field includes Ohio
University,
Ashland.
Youngstown State. Kent
State. Toledo. Ohio State.
Cleveland State. Marshall.
Akron. Wooster and Ohio
Wesleyan.
Falcon coach John Piper
said Ohio State and OU are
the teams to beat He added
that the tourney has "an
excellent field," even with
the smaller colleges
entered
The Falcon coach is trying

to establish a set line-up
The squad traveled to Ohio
State yesterday to play on
the Scarlet and Gray layout
Piper said the team would
play an evaluation round
which will help determine
this weekend's lineup

over the 36 holes

BG. 7-10 on the year, is
coming off a seventh place
finish at the Marshall Invitational last weekend The
field was tough, and despite
a score that was three
strokes lower than the year
before, the Falcons couldn't
crack the top five

"We're hoping for a good
finish, especially before the
Kepler Invitational A good
showing would give us confidence." Walters said
McConnell. who fired
rounds ol 77 and 75 last
weekend.
said.
"Our
chances are good If we play
to our potential, we could
win

PART OF the Falcons
trouble last weekend was
Walters' poor putting The
junior co-captain hit 27 of 36
greens, but he took 76 putts

"The only thing I'm doing
bad is putting, the rest ol
my
game
is alright."
Walters commented
But
Walters altered his putting
stroke during the week, and
he's optimistic about the
team's chances

Tee-off time is noon today
with
tomorrow's action
beginning .it 9 a in

Rugby club encounters Akron
Bowling Green's nationally ranked rugby team (6-1
will face Akron University
at 2 p.m tomorrow at Poe
Ditch Memorial Field
The ruggers are tight
lipped about the outcome of
the upcoming match with
Akron
"At one time Akron was a
pushover tor our C team but
that hasn't been the case
lately," said club president
Rick Born
Bowling Green held a 6-0
advantage in the Akron
series but has encountered
recent difficulties as the
series now stands at 8-3-2 in

s

favor of the Falcons The
BG "A" team has not beat
Akron in the last three
matches
LAST
weekend,
the
ruggers steamrolled over
four opponents
Victims
were the Detroit Cobras, 6-4.
Detroit University. 8-3.
Hillsdale College. 20-13. and
Oberlin College. 20-0
In the Detroit games the
BG ruggers relied on fleetfeet Kevin Orr and John
Dwors. whom collected five
trys and scored a winning
try in last weekend's
matches. Also joining the

GET INVOLVED -

scoring parade were Tom
Stuckart. Handy Lawson and
Dave Bridges.
Injuries were costly to
Bowling Green's "A" team
as loose-forwards Mike
Baus and Scott Hummel
were sidelined because of a
broken jaw and nose,
respectively. Dave Grooms
also sustained a leg injury.
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ALL TOURNAMENTS ARE OPEN
TO STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF
UAO WANTS YOU ON THURSDAYS
IN
PRIZES AWARDED FOR ALL TOURNEYS
|G
MENS 8-BALL BILLIARDS
APRIL 18
7 P.M.
T
PINBALL TOURNAMENT
10
7 P.M.
u
WOMENS BEST BALL DOUBLES BOWLING
R MAY 2
7 P.M.
$4.00'TEAM
IN
MENS BEST BALL DOUBLES BOWLING
. 9 P.M.
S5.00/TE V,|
A
COUPLES DUTCH DOUBLES BOWLING
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7 & 9 P.M.
$4.00/TEAM
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